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Scribe(s)?

xmpp:httpbis@jabber.ietf.org?join
Agenda

- 1 min - Scribe selection
- 4 min - Agenda bashing
- 5 min - WG status [Mark Nottingham]
- 20 min - HTTP -14, 15 changes overview [Yves Lafon]
- 110 min - Active issues discussion [Mark Nottingham]
- 10 min - Parsing HTTP Headers [Julian Reschke]
WG Status


- Content-Disposition: RFC6266 (bis?)
- HTTPbis
  - 307 total (so far)
  - 30 design / 17 editorial left
  - Should be able to close ~15 in -16 (soon)
- Security Properties (expired)
Tickets
-14, -15 Changes
Issues


- #186: Document HTTP's error-handling philosophy
- #270: \\-escaping in quoted strings
- #100: DNS Spoofing / DNS Binding advice
- #297: Retrying Requests
- #160: Redirects and non-GET methods
- #295: Applying original fragment to "plain" redirected URI
- #306: does etag value really use quoted-string
- #290: Motivate one-year limit for Expires
- #78: 401, Authorization and WWW-Authenticate
- #177: Realm required on challenges
- #195: auth-param syntax